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Federal Judge Refuses To Toss Russiagate
Charges Against Former Clinton/DNC Lawyer
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A federal judge rejected a movement to dismiss charges versus a previous lawyer for the Clinton
project at the center of the Russia scam Wednesday.
Michael Sussmann, a Washington lawyer and previous federal districtattorney, was prosecuted by a
grand jury in September for making a incorrect declaration to the FBI 5 years prior. The charges
stemming from the probe into the origins of the Russia scam by U.S. Special Counsel John Durham
declare Sussmann misrepresented his own capability to the federal law enforcement firm when
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making declares of a Kremlin collusion with the Trump project. Sussmann informed the FBI he was
not working on behalf of any customers when rather he was working on behalf of the Clinton project
and an confidential “U.S. innovation market executive” lateron exposed as Rodney Joffe, according to
federal districtattorneys.
The disgraced lawyer submitted a movement to dismiss the charges in February arguing the
misstatement of his own association was immaterial, and pointingout Section 1001 of the criminal
code which hooligans “a materially incorrect, fictitious, or deceitful declaration or representation.” The
judge discovered Sussmann’s defense declares unconvincing.
“While Sussmann is appropriate that specific declarations may be so peripheral or unimportant to a
relevant firm choice or function to be immaterial under § 1001 as matter of law,” composed U.S.
District Judge Christopher Cooper, “the Court is notable to make that decision as to this declared
declaration priorto hearing the federalgovernment’s proof.”
Prosecutors state Sussmann offered FBI General Counsel James Baker “white documents” in
September 2016 allegedly revealing discreet interaction channels inbetween the Trump Organization
and Alfa Bank, one of Russia’s biggest monetary organizations.
Sussmann is one of 3 people to face charges from Durham’s probe to date. Former FBI lawyer Kevin
Clinesmith was sentenced to 12 months probation after pleading guilty in August 2020 to producing
proof for a spy warrant on Trump consultant Carter Page. The District of Columbia Bar Association
broughtback Clinesmith as a member in “good standing” in December 2021 inspiteof his function in
committing one of the biggest scams in American history weakening the veryfirst half of the Trump
presidency.
In November, federal authorities likewise detained Igor Danchenko, the main sub-source for the
rejected Steele dossier which served as the basis to paint Trump as an undercover animal of the
Kremlin.
Tristan Justice is the western reporter for The Federalist. He has likewise composed for The
Washington Examiner and The Daily Signal. His work has likewise been included in Real Clear
Politics and Fox News. Tristan finished from George Washington University where he majored in
political science and minored in journalism. Follow him on Twitter at @JusticeTristan or contact him at
Tristan@thefederalist.com.
Source: Federal Judge Refuses To Toss Russiagate Charges Against Former Clinton/DNC
Lawyer.
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